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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been increasing interest in extending relational
query processing to include data obtained from unstructured sources.
A common approach is to use stand-alone Information Extraction
(IE) techniques to identify and label entities within blocks of text;
the resulting entities are then imported into a standard database and
processed using relational queries. This two-part approach, however, suffers from two main drawbacks. First, IE is inherently probabilistic, but traditional query processing does not properly handle probabilistic data, resulting in reduced answer quality. Second,
performance inefficiencies arise due to the separation of IE from
query processing. In this paper, we address these two problems by
building on an in-database implementation of a leading IE model—
Conditional Random Fields using the Viterbi inference algorithm.
We develop two different query approaches on top of this implementation. The first uses deterministic queries over maximumlikelihood extractions, with optimizations to push the relational operators into the Viterbi algorithm. The second extends the Viterbi
algorithm to produce a set of possible extraction “worlds”, from
which we compute top-k probabilistic query answers. We describe
these approaches and explore the trade-offs of efficiency and effectiveness between them using two datasets.

1

Introduction

The field of database management has traditionally focused on structured data, providing little or no help for the significantly larger
amounts of the world’s data that is unstructured. With the rise of
text-based applications on the web and elsewhere, there has been
significant progress in information extraction (IE) techniques, which
parse text and extract structured objects that can be integrated into
databases for querying.
In the database community, work on IE has centered on two major architectural themes. First, there has been interest in the design
of declarative languages and systems to easily specify, optimize and
execute IE tasks [1, 2, 3]. Second, IE has been a primary motivating
application for the groundswell of work on Probabilistic Database
Systems (PDBS) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], which can model the uncertainty
inherent in IE outputs, and enable users to write declarative queries
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that deal with such uncertainty.
Given this context, our goal is to merge these two ideas into
a single architecture, and build the first unified database system
that provides a query-oriented language for specifying, optimizing,
and executing IE tasks, and that supports a principled probabilistic
framework for querying the outputs of those tasks.
In previous work, we described a DBMS-based implementation
of Conditional Random Fields (CRF)—a leading probabilistic IE
model, and Viterbi—the maximum-likelihood (ML) inference algorithm over CRF [10]. Taking only the ML extraction results and
ignoring their associated probabilities, enables relational queries to
be performed in a straightforward manner. This approach, however, suffers from two important limitations: (1) as shown in [11],
restricting the queries to the ML extractions can result in incorrect
answers, and (2) since the IE inference is computed separately from
the queries over the extracted data, important optimization opportunities are lost.
In this paper, we aim to achieve a deeper integration of IE and inference with relational queries to improve both run-time efficiency
and answer quality. We study two approaches.
In the first, we consider deterministic Select-Project-Join (SPJ)
queries over the ML results of Viterbi-based IE. For this case, we
develop query optimizations that reduce work by carefully pushing
relational operators into the Viterbi algorithm. Compared to previous approaches that treated the IE and query phases separately,
these optimizations can significantly improve efficiency.
The key problem with querying the ML extractions stems from
inaccuracies in IE models: even high-quality ML extractions contain errors, which can be exacerbated in SPJ queries over such extractions. We illustrate this point with an example scenario.
E XAMPLE 1. Kristjansson et al. [12] used CRF-based IE to extract Contact information from the signature blocks in the Enron
email corpus [13]. One such block begins with the text:
Michelle L. Simpkins
Winstead Sechrest & Minick P.C.
100 Congress Avenue, Suite 800...
One of the fields we wish to extract from these email blocks is
companyname, which in this case should be “Winstead Sechrest
& Minick P.C.”. Unfortunately, the ML extraction from the CRF
model assigns the value NULL to companyname. This IE error
shows up more explicitly in the following relational queries:
Query 1. Find contacts with companyname containing ”Winstead”
SELECT *
FROM Contacts
WHERE companyname LIKE ’%Winstead%’

Query 2. Find all contact pairs with the same companyname
SELECT *
FROM Contacts C1, Contacts C2
WHERE C1.companyname = C2.companyname
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The first query provides an empty result, since “Winstead Sechrest
& Minick P.C.” is not identified as a companyname. The second
query is perhaps more vexing and counterintuitive: the erroneous
NULL parse for Michelle Simpkins’ companyname means that she
does not even match herself, hence, she is again absent from the
output. In general, due to the inherent uncertainty in IE, the answers to queries over ML extractions can contain false negatives
and/or false positives.

To address this answer quality problem, we develop an alternative to the ML-based approach using Probabilistic Database techniques, where probabilistic SPJ queries are computed over the set
of possible “worlds” (PWs) induced from the CRF-based distribution.
We show that, by allowing us to look beyond ML extractions,
this probabilistic database approach can significantly reduce false
negatives (by as much as 80% in our experiments) with only marginal
increase in false positives. As expected, the improvement in answer
quality comes at a performance cost due to the consideration of the
full CRF distribution instead of only the ML extraction. For probabilistic selection, we show how to reduce this overhead to a small
fixed-cost per document over the optimized ML-based queries. For
probabilistic join, however, the performance penalty can be much
higher. Thus, the two approaches we develop, while both improvements over the state-of-the-art, provide a design space where performance or answer quality can be emphasized based on the requirements of the application.
Our key contributions in developing an integrated approach to
querying and IE can be summarized as follows:
• We present novel optimizations for SPJ queries over the maximumlikelihood world of the CRF distribution that improve performance through the effective integration of relational operators
and Viterbi-style inference;
• We propose new algorithms, that substantially extend vanillaViterbi inference to enable effective probabilistic SPJ queries
over the full CRF distribution, and, thus, improved answer quality by considering the full set of possible extraction “worlds”;
• We evaluate our proposed approaches and algorithms, demonstrating the scalability of our solutions and exploring the tradeoff between efficiency and answer quality using data collections
from the Enron and DBLP datasets.

2

Background

Probabilistic Databases

A probabilistic database DBp consists of two key components: (1)
a collection of incomplete relations R with missing or uncertain
data, and (2) a probability distribution F on all possible database
instances, which we call possible worlds, and denote by pwd(Dp ).
The attributes of an incomplete relation R ∈R include a subset
that are probabilistic attributes Ap , whose values may be present,
missing or uncertain. Each possible database instance is a possible
completion of the missing and uncertain data in R.
2.2
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Figure 1: (a) Example CRF model; (b) Example T OKEN T BL table; (c)
Example FACTORT BL table; (d) Two possible segmentations y1 , y2 .

yi−1 and token xi . Such correlations are represented by the feature
functions {fk (yi , yi−1 , xi )}K
k=1 .
E XAMPLE 2. Figure 1(a) shows an example CRF model over
an address string x ’2181 Shattuck North Berkeley CA USA’. Observed (known) variables are shaded nodes in the graph. Hidden
(unknown) variables are unshaded. Edges in the graph denote statistical correlations. The possible labels are Y = {apt.num, streetnum, streetname, city, state, country}. Two possible feature functions of this CRF are:
f1 (yi , yi−1 , xi )
f2 (yi , yi−1 , xi )

=
=

[xi appears in a city list] · [yi = city]
[xi is an integer] · [yi = apt.num]
·[yi−1 = streetname]

A segmentation y = {y1 , ..., yT } is one possible way to tag each
token in x with one of the labels in Y . Figure 1(d) shows two
possible segmentations of x and their probabilities.

D EFINITION 2.1. Let {fk (yi , yi−1 , xi )}K
k=1 be a set of realvalued feature functions, and Λ = {λk } ∈ RK be a vector of
real-valued parameters, a CRF model defines the probabilistic distribution of segmentations y given a specific token sequence x:
p(y | x) =

This section covers the concept of a probabilistic database and the
different types of inference operations over a CRF model, particularly in the context of information extraction.
2.1

Y=labels

T X
K
X
1
exp{
λk fk (yi , yi−1 , xi )},
Z(x)
i=1 k=1

(1)

where Z(x) is a standard normalization function that guarantees
probability values between 0 and 1.

2.3

Inference Queries over a CRF Model

There are three types of inference queries over the CRF model [15].
Top-k Inference: The top-k inference computes the segmentations
with the top-k highest probabilities given a token sequence x from
a text-string d. The Viterbi dynamic programming algorithm [16]
is the key algorithmic technique for CRF top-k inference.
The Viterbi algorithm computes a two dimensional V matrix,
where each cell V (i, y) stores a ranked list of entries e = {score,
prev(label, idx)} ordered by score. Each entry contains (1) the
score of a top-k (partial) segmentation ending at position i with
label y; and, (2) a pointer to the previous entry prev on the path
that led to top-k score’s in V (i, y). The pointer e.prev consists of
the label label and the list index idx of the previous entry on the
path to e. Based on Equation (1), the recurrence to compute the
ML (top-1) segmentation is as follows:
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(2)

The ML segmentation y ∗ , backtracked from the maximum entry in
V (T, yT ) (where T is the length of the token sequence x) through
prev pointers, is shown in bold arrows in Figure 2(a). The complexity of the Viterbi algorithm is O(T · |Y |2 ), where |Y | is the
number of possible labels.
Constrained Top-k Inference: Constrained top-k inference [12]
is a special case of top-k inference. It is used when a subset of
the token labels has been provided (e.g., via a user interface). Let
s be the evidence vector {s1 , ..., sT }, where si is either N U LL
(i.e., no evidence) or the evidence label for yi . Constrained topk inference can be computed by a variant of the Viterbi algorithm
which restricts the chosen labels y to conform with the evidence s.
Marginal Inference: Marginal inference computes a marginal probability p(yt , yt+1 , ..., yt+k |x) over a single label or a sub-sequence
of labels [15]. The backward-forward algorithm, a variation of the
Viterbi algorithm, is used for such marginal inference tasks.

3

Setup

This section describes the setup of the system. Unstructured text is
represented by a set of documents or text-strings D, and each document d ∈ D is represented by a set of token records in T OKEN T BL.
The CRF-based distribution over documents D is stored in FAC TORT BL. The T OKEN T BL and FACTORT BL are pre-materialized.
Based on T OKEN T BL and FACTORT BL, each document is parsed
into one probabilistic record in an entity table. Two families of
queries over the probabilistic entity tables are explored.
Token Table: The token table T OKEN T BL is an incomplete relation R in DBp , which stores text-strings as relations in a database,
in a manner akin to the inverted files commonly used in information
retrieval. The T OKEN T BL contains one probabilistic attribute—
labelp , whose values need to be inferred. As shown in Figure 1(b),
each tuple in T OKEN T BL records a unique occurrence of a token,
which is identified by the text-string ID (strID) and the position
(pos) the token is taken from.
T OKEN T BL (strID, pos, token, labelp )

Factor Table: The probability distribution F over all possible “worlds”
of T OKEN T BL can be computed from the FACTORT BL. The FAC TORT BL is a materialization of the factor tables in the CRF model
for all the tokens in the corpus D. A factor table φ[yi , yi−1 | xi ],
which represents the correlation between xi , yi , and yi−1 , is computed by the weighted sumP
of a set of feature functions in the CRF
model: φ[yi , yi−1 | xi ] = K
k=1 λk fk (yi , yi−1 , xi ).
An example of the FACTORT BL is shown in Figure 1(c). A more
efficient representation for FACTORT BL is to store the factor table
for each token xi as an array data type, where the array contains a
set of scores ordered by {prevLabel, label} [10].
FACTORT BL (token, score ARRAY[])

Entity Table: An entity table contains a set of probabilistic attributes, one for each label in Y . Each tuple in the entity table
has an independent distribution, defined by the CRF model over
the corresponding text-string d. Figure 3(a) shows the maximumlikelihood (ML) view of the entity table with three address strings.
The entity table is defined and generated by a pivot operation
over the possible labelings in the T OKEN T BL and their distribution. For each possible labeling of a text-string, the pivot operation
generates one possible world of the corresponding record in the entity table. For example, the labeling corresponding to segmentation
y1 in Figure 1(d) generates the first tuple in the entity table in Figure 3(a).
Two Families of SPJ Queries: There are two families of queries
we consider computing on the extracted data in the entity tables.
Given that the ML view of an entity table can be defined as:
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Figure 2: Illustration of the computation of V matrix in the following
algorithms: (a) Viterbi; (b) ConstrainedViterbi.

CREATE VIEW entityTbl1-ML as
SELECT *, rank() OVER (ORDER BY prob(*) DESC) r
FROM
entityTbl1
WHERE r = 1;

one family is the set of deterministic SPJ queries over the ML views
of the entity tables. The other family computes the top-k results of
probabilistic SPJ queries over entity tables using the set of possible
worlds (i.e., segmentations) induced by the CRF distribution. Optionally, a prescribed threshold can be applied to the result probabilities. The queries in this family have the following general form,
where SQLQuery is a view using a standard SPJ query:
SELECT *, rank() OVER (ORDER BY prob(*) DESC) r
FROM
SQLQuery
WHERE r <= k [ AND prob(*) > threshold ]

4

Querying the ML World

In this section, we focus on the deterministic SPJ queries over the
ML views of the entity tables. The naive way to compute this type
of queries is to first compute the ML extraction for each document,
then execute the SPJ queries over the result. We show that for selection and join, conditions can be pushed into the Viterbi inference process to achieve significant speed-up. This performance
improvement demonstrates the benefit of a deep integration of IE
and relational operators.
4.1

Optimized Selection over ML World

An example of a selection query over the ML view of an entity
table is to find all the Address tuples whose streetname contains
’Sacramento’ in the ML extraction:
SELECT *
FROM Address-ML
WHERE streetname like ’%Sacramento%’

The selection condition over the ML view of the Address table is rewritten into two selection conditions over the underlying
T OKEN T BL and FACTORT BL: (1) test if the text-string d contains
the token sequence in the selection condition xcond (e.g., ’Sacramento’); (2) test if the position(s) where xcond appears in d are
assigned the label in the selection condition ycond (e.g., streetname). The first condition can be simply pushed down over the
T OKEN T BL, only picking the documents that contain the token sequence xcond . The second condition can be pushed into the Viterbi
inference computation of a particular text-string d with condition
{i, len, y 0 } ensuring that the label at positions from i to (i+len−1)
is y 0 . In general, condition (2) may span multiple tokens. Next, we
describe SELV ITERBI, a novel variant of the Viterbi algorithm that
pushes the condition {i, len, y 0 } into the Viterbi computation.
Recall the Viterbi algorithm described in Section 2.3 which computes a V matrix as in Figure 2(a): The condition {i, len, y 0 } is
satisfied if and only if the ML segmentation path backtracks to
all the entries in V (i, y 0 ) .. V ((i + len − 1), y 0 ). The intuition
behind the SELV ITERBI algorithm is as follows. Given condition
{i, 1, y 0 } and a text-string d, if none of the top-1 (partial) segmentations ending at position j where T > j > i backtrack to cell
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Figure 3: Examples of the ML views of entity tables: (a) address
strings (b) company location strings.
V (i, y 0 ), then we can stop the inference and conclude that this textstring does not satisfy the condition. We call such a position j a
pruning position, and we would like to detect a pruning position as
early as possible to stop the inference computation. Similar intuition holds for the general case where len > 1. Our SELV ITERBI
algorithm follows a Viterbi dynamic program which calls a User
Defined Function (UDF) to compute the top (partial) segmentations
in V (i, yi ) with additional logic to check if i is a smallest pruning
position (thus stopping the recurrence). Variants of SELV ITERBI
can be employed for increased efficiency based on criteria such as
the position and selectivity of a selection condition (which can be
incorporated into a cost-based optimizer). A more detailed discussion on SELV ITERBI() can be found in Appendix A.
E XAMPLE 3. Using the example in Figure 2(a), suppose the
condition {1, 1,streetnumber} is generated from a selection condition for a specific text-string d: return text-string d with streetnumber as the label of token #2 (counting from 0) in the ML segmentation. In the second recursive step, only the partial segmentation
in V (1,streetnumber) satisfies the condition. In the third recursive
step, because no partial segmentations in V (2, y), y ∈ Y come
from cell V (1,streetnumber) as shown in Figure 2(a), j = 2 is
the smallest pruning position. Thus, we stop the dynamic programming algorithm and conclude that d does not satisfy the condition
{1, 1,streetnumber}.
4.2

Optimized Join over ML World

An example of a join query over the ML views of two entity tables
is to find all (Address, Company) entity pairs (as in Figure 3) with
the same city value.
SELECT *
FROM Address-ML, Company-ML
WHERE Address-ML.city = Company-ML.city

The naive join algorithm over the ML world is: first, compute
the Viterbi inference on the two input document sets independently;
second, perform the pivot operations to compute the ML views of
the Address and Company entity tables – Address-ML and CompanyML; finally, compute the deterministic join over the city attribute.
The intuition behind the optimization is that we do not need to
compute the Viterbi inference over a text-string in the outer document set if it contains none of the join-key values computed from
the inference over the inner document set. The optimized algorithm
for join-over-ML follows these steps: (1) compute the Viterbi inference over the smaller of the two input document sets, we call
this the inner set and the other the outer set; (2) build a hash-table
of the join-attribute values computed from the ML extraction of the
inner set; (3) perform Viterbi inference only on the documents in
the outer set that contain at least one of the hashed values; and (4)
perform the pivot operation to compute the ML views of the entity
tables and compute the deterministic join over them. This optimization reduces the number of documents on which the Viterbi
inference is performed, which improves the performance of joinover-ML queries (by more than a factor of 5 in our experiments).

Querying the Full Distribution

In this section, we discuss novel probabilistic query processing
strategies to compute the top-k results of SPJ queries over the possible worlds of CRF-based entity tables. In contrast to the techniques
in Section 4, the algorithms here do not focus on the single ML segmentation, but rather compute results from the CRF-induced distribution of possible segmentation worlds. As a first step, we present
an incremental Viterbi algorithm that supports efficient sorted access to the possible segmentations of a document by descending
probabilities. This ordering is critical for efficiently computing the
top-k results of SPJ queries, especially probabilistic joins.
Due to space constraints, detailed descriptions (e.g., at the pseudocode level) and analyses for the algorithms in this section can be
found in Appendix A.
5.1

Incremental Viterbi Inference

The conventional Viterbi top-k inference algorithm is a straightforward adaptation of the dynamic programming recurrence in Equation (2). The idea is to maintain, in each V (i, y) cell, a list of the
top-k partial segmentations ending at position i with label y. This,
of course, assumes that the “depth” parameter k is known a priori.
We present a variant of the Viterbi algorithm that can incrementally (through a GET- NEXT- SEG() call) compute the next highestprobability segmentation of a document. Our algorithm is similar
in spirit to the theoretical framework of Huang et al. [17] for finding
k-best trees in the context of hypergraph traversals.
Recall the V matrix computed by the Viterbi algorithm, where
each cell V (i, y) contains a list of top-k entries e = {score, prev(label,
idx)} ordered by score. The key idea in our incremental algorithm
is to enumerate this list lazily: only on the path of the last extracted
segmentation.
Since all the V (T ) (T is the length of the document) entries in
already-extracted (i.e., “consumed”) segmentation paths cannot be
used to compute the next highest-probability segmentation, they recursively trigger (through a GET- NEXT() call) the computation for
the next “unconsumed” entry using Equation (2) from their predecessor V cells. The key observation here is that these recursive
GET- NEXT () calls can only occur along the path of the last extracted segmentation. More specifically, assume y ∗ denotes the
ML segmentation discovered through Viterbi. To build the nextbest segmentation, we start from entry V (T, y ∗ [T ]). Since that
entry is already “consumed” (in the ML segmentation), we trigger
a GET- NEXT() call to compute the next-best entry using the entries
in row V (T − 1); this, in turn, can trigger a GET- NEXT() call at
V (T − 1, y ∗ [T − 1]), and so on. Thus, GET- NEXT() calls are recursively invoked on the path y ∗ from T down to 1 (or, until we find a
V (i, y ∗ [i]) cell with an already-computed “unconsumed” entry).
Complexity: The first GET- NEXT- SEG() call reverts to simple Viterbi ML inference with a complexity of O(T |Y |2 ). Then, each
incremental call of GET- NEXT- SEG() for the (L + 1)th highestprobability segmentation (L > 0) has a complexity of O(T (|Y | +
L) log(|Y | + L)).
E XAMPLE 4. The Viterbi V matrix in Figure 2(a) shows the
ML segmentation in bold. In order to compute the second highestprobability segmentation, GET- NEXT() is triggered recursively from
GET- NEXT- SEG () to compute the next probable (partial) segmentations entry for cells V (5,country), V (4,state), V (3,city), V (2,streetname) and V (1,streetname) on the ML path. The second highestprobability segmentation is then computed by backtracking the entry in V (T, yT ) with the second highest score.
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5.2

Probabilistic Selection

pos street
pos street street city state country
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num name
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The following query computes the top-1 result of probabilistic selection with condition streetname contains ’Sacramento’ over the
probabilistic Address entity table:
SELECT *, rank() OVER (ORDER BY prob(*) DESC) r
FROM ( SELECT *
FROM Address
WHERE streetname like ’%Sacramento%’
) as Address
WHERE r = 1 AND prob(*) > threshold
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Figure 5: Illustration of the data structures in probabilistic projection.

Setting a threshold on probability can effectively filter out false
positive results with very low probabilities that could be introduced
by considering additional non-ML worlds. Please refer to Section 6.3 for a discussion on threshold setting.
The probabilistic selection condition is translated into domain
constraints that the labels at the positions where xcond (e.g., “Sacramento”) appear in the text-string d can only be ycond (e.g., streetname). For example, with string “123 Sacramento Street San Francisco CA“ and condition streetname contains ’Sacramento’, the domain constrains are D(y2 ) = {streetname} and D(yi ) = Y for
y1 , y3 , .., y6 . The domain constraints D(y1 ), ..., D(yn ) generated
from the probabilistic selection condition are used as input to the
constrained Viterbi algorithm, described in Section 2.3, to compute
the top-1 result of probabilistic selection. We illustrate the algorithm using the following example.
E XAMPLE 5. Consider the V matrix in Figure 2(b) with domain constraints such that y2 and y3 can only be streetname: D(y2 ) =
D(y3 ) = {streetname}. Thus, we can cross out all the cells in
V (2) and V (3) where y 6= streetname as shown in Figure 2(b).
These domain constraints result in a top-1 constrained path that
is different from the result of the vanilla Viterbi algorithm. The
top-1 constrained path satisfies the selection condition, and will
be returned as a result if its probability is higher than a certain
threshold. This constrained top-1 path is the non-ML extraction
computed for the probabilistic selection queries.

5.3

street city state country
name

The key idea behind our probabilistic join algorithm is that, given
the incremental Viterbi algorithm, which gives us ordered access to
the possible extractions of a string
d—a ranked list by probability—
Equation(4)
we can compute the top-1 join
result for a pair of strings using the
Equation(5)
rank-join algorithm. Thus, our probabilistic join is a set of rankjoin computations—one for each string pair that is “joinable” (i.e.,
can potentially lead to join results). If most “joinable” string pairs
compute the top-1 most probable join result from the top-1 extractions, then GET- NEXT- SEG() is called far fewer than k times per
document. For the remaining “joinable” string pairs, more extractions are computed incrementally to look for join results in non-ML
worlds. In order to bound the search, we set k to be the maximum
number of extractions from a document.
If a string pair does not join within the top-k extractions, then
rank-join incurs extra overhead. Thus, an effective filter for non“joinable” string pairs is crucial to the efficiency of the probabilistic join algorithm. We find that an effective such filter is to first
compute the top-k extractions for inner (the smaller) entity table,
build a hash-table for all the join-key values, and for each string in
outer, probe the join-key hash-table for the “joinable” inner strings.
5.4

The following projection query computes the ML city value for
each record in the entity table Address.
SELECT *, rank() OVER (ORDER BY prob(*) DESC) r
FROM ( SELECT city
FROM Address ) as Address
WHERE r = 1

Probabilistic Join

The following query computes the top-1 (ML) result of a probabilistic join operation over the probabilistic entity tables Address
and Company, with an equality join condition on city.
SELECT *, rank() OVER (ORDER BY prob(*) DESC) r
FROM ( SELECT *
FROM Address A, Company C
WHERE A.city = C.city
) as AddrComp
WHERE r = 1

A naive probabilistic join algorithm is: first compute the top-k
extractions (for a sufficiently large k) from each input document
then deterministically join over the top-k views of the entity tables.
The complexity of this algorithm is dominated by the expensive
computation of the top-k extractions. Computing a fixed number
of top-k extractions for every input document is wasteful, because
most top-1 probabilistic join results can be computed from the first
few highest-probability extractions. Thus, a more efficient way is
to compute the top-1 join results incrementally.
An incremental join algorithm is the rank-join algorithm described
in [18]. It takes two ranked inputs and computes the top-k join results incrementally without consuming all inputs. The algorithm
maintains a priority queue for buffering all join results that cannot
yet be produced, and an upper-bound of the score of all “unseen”
join results. Using the buffer and the upper-bound, the rank-join algorithm can decide if one of the produced join results is guaranteed
to be among the top-k answers.

Probabilistic Projection

A naive strategy would be to first compute the full result distribution of a partial marginalization over a sub-domain χ ⊂ Y for
each label yi in the CRF model (using the distribution of all possible segmentations) 1 ; then, the ML world from the distribution can
be returned. In this manner, however, significant effort is wasted in
calculating the non-ML worlds of the marginal distribution.
Next, we describe a novel probabilistic projection algorithm that
integrates the top-1 Viterbi inference and the marginal inference.
The key idea underlying our probabilistic projection technique is to
extend the Viterbi dynamic program to compute top-1 segmentation
paths with labels that are either projected on (i.e., in Y \χ) or ’don’t
care’s marginalizing over all the projected-out labels in chi.
Similar to vanilla Viterbi, our probabilistic projection algorithm
(for projecting out a sub-domain χ ⊂ Y ) also follows a dynamic
programming paradigm, computing ML (partial) segmentations ending at position i from those ending at position i − 1. There are,
however, two crucial differences. First, the (partial) segmentations
{y1 , ..., yi }, i 6 T computed for probabilistic projection only have
labels yj , 1 6 j 6 i in Y \χ or ’don’t care’. yj =’don’t care’
means that the segmentation path is marginalized over χ at position j (i.e., yj could be any label in χ). A dynamic programming
matrix V (i, y) stores such top-k (partial) segmentations that end in
1

Note that, in contrast to conventional marginal inference (Section 2.3), which
marginalizes to eliminate RVs in y, partial marginalization here marginalizes to restrict the domains of RVs in y.
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U (i + 1, yi+1 ).score

=

log(max{Σyi ∈χ (./prev (exp(V (i, yi ).score + F actorT bl(xi+1 , yi , yi+1 ))))})

(3)

V (i + 1, yi+1 ).score

=

max{ max {(V (i, yi ).score + F actorT bl(xi+1 , yi , yi+1 ))}, U (i + 1, yi+1 ).score}

(4)

prev

yi ∈Y \χ

Figure 4: Equations for computing U and V matrix for probabilistic projection algorithm.
label y ∈ Y at position i. Second, in order to compute the top-k
as described in Section 5. These implementations were done on
(partial) segmentations in V (i+1, yi+1 ), in addition to the V (i, yi )
PostgreSQL 8.4.1. We conducted the experiments reported here on
entries, we also need to account for the possibility of a ‘don’t care’
a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4 Linux system with 1GB RAM.
in position i. This is accomplished by explicitly maintaining an
For the accuracy experiments, we use the Contact dataset [19]
auxiliary matrix U (i + 1, yi+1 ) that stores the (partial) top-k segand the CRF model developed at the University of Massachusetts [12].
mentations ending at position i + 1 with label yi+1 ∈ Y and yi =
The Contact dataset contains 182 signature blocks from the Enron
’don’t care’. Example V and U matrices for the above example
email dataset annotated with contact record tags (e.g., phonenumprobabilistic projection query are shown in Figure 5.
ber, city, firstname, etc.). For ground truth, we rely upon manual
Next, we describe how the entries in the V and U matrices are
tagging performed in prior work [12]. We use false positives (i.e.,
computed. Our probabilistic projection algorithm is a variation of
the number of computed results not in the ground truth) and false
the Viterbi technique, where a dynamic programming recurrence
negatives (i.e., the number of results in ground truth not computed)
computes both V and U simultaneously. Equation (4) in Figure 4
as the two measures of accuracy.
computes the top-1 partial segmentation in cell V (i + 1, yi+1 )
For the efficiency and scalability experiments we use the DBLP
by selecting either the best extension of a partial segmentation in
dataset [20] and a CRF model with similar features to those of [12].
V (i, yi ), yi ∈ Y \χ or U (i + 1, yi+1 ), depending which choice
The DBLP database contains more than 700k papers with attributes,
gives the maximum score. Equation (3) in Figure 4 computes the
such as conference, year, etc. We generate bibliography strings
top-1 partial segmentation for cell U (i + 1, yi+1 ), marginalizing
from DBLP by concatenating all the attribute values of each paper
over χ at position i, given label yi+1 ∈ Y . If we think of each
record. Perhaps because it was generated from structured data, the
V (i, y), y ∈ Y as a ranked list of tuples {score, label, prev} orML extraction accuracy on the DBLP dataset is as high as 97%,
dered by descending score, then computing the top-ranked U (i +
making it not useful for the accuracy experiments. But it serves as
1, yi+1 ) entry is a multi-way rank-join with an equality join conan excellent stress test for the scalability of the algorithms.
dition on prev over ranked lists V (i, y), y ∈ χ. The multi-way
6.1 Selection over ML world (sel-ML): opt vs. naive
rank-join aggregates the entries (i.e., partial segmentations) in multiple lists V (i, y), y ∈ χ, which agree on prev. The join condition
In the first experiment, we use the DBLP dataset to compare the ef(equality on prev) ensures that the joined (partial) segmentations
ficiency of optimized and naive algorithms for select-over-ML over
share the same path up to position i − 1. The score of the result100k randomly picked documents (there is no answer quality difing partial segmentation is the summation over the score’s of the
ference between them — they provide exactly the same answers).
joined partial segmentations in V (i, y), y ∈ χ.
We expect the optimized algorithm sel-ML.opt (using SELV ITERBI())
The top-1 result for probabilistic projection can be computed by
to outperform the naive algorithm sel-ML.naive for selection conbacktracking the prev pointers from either an entry in V (T, yT ), yT ∈ ditions on token sequences that can have different labels in different
Y \χ or an aggregated entry U (T + 1, −1) computed by aggregatdocuments (e.g., ’algorithm’ can be in a paper title or a conference
ing V (T, yT ), yT ∈ χ (to account for a final label of ’don’t care’).
name). Figure 6 shows performance results for sel-ML.naive and
sel-ML.opt as the left two bars of each selection condition. It can
Complexity: Due to the added cost of rank-join aggregations for
be seen that the optimized approach can achieve a speedup of 2 to
the U matrix computation, the complexity of our probabilistic pro3 times for 6 selection conditions in Figure 6 2 .
jection algorithm is O(T 3 |Y |3 l), where l denotes the depth of the
We also ran experiments comparing the two approaches for cases
rank-join search.
where there is no expected benefit to the sel-ML.opt algorithm (i.e.,
E XAMPLE 6. Suppose the query is probabilistic projection over
where there is no pruning position for sel-ML.opt to exploit). As
city on Address. Figure 5 illustrates the computation of the entries
we can see in the three middle selection conditions in Figure 6, the
in the V and U matrices. Equation (3) is used to compute U (i +
performance of the two approaches was nearly identical, demon1, y 0 ), y 0 ∈ Y matrix entries from a rank-join over all the V (i, y)
strating that the optimized approach imposes negligible overhead
lists except when y =city. Equation (4) is used to compute V (i +
(10% in the worst case) on the selection algorithm.
1, y) matrix entries from the maximum of V (i, city) and U (i +
6.2 Join over ML World (join-ML): opt vs. naive
1, y). The top-1 result of probabilistic projection is backtracked
from the maximum of V (5, city) and U (6, −1) (T = 5) through
prev pointers. In this example, the most probable segmentation after probabilistic projection (i.e., partial marginalization) is {’don’t
care’,’don’t care’,’don’t care’,city,’don’t care’,’don’t care’}.

6

Evaluation

Having described two families of approaches for integrating query
processing and IE, we now present the results of a set of experiments aimed to evaluate them in terms of efficiency and answer
quality.
Setup and Dataset: We implemented the optimizations for selectover-ML (sel-ML) and join-over-ML (join-ML) queries as described
in Section 4, and the algorithms for computing the top-1 result for
probabilistic selection (prob-sel) and probabilistic join (prob-join)

In the second experiment, we compare the efficiency of the optimized and naive algorithms for join-over-ML. We ran a query over
two sets of documents from DBLP to find all pairs in the same proceeding. Figure 7 shows the results for different input sizes (x × y
denotes a join of a set of x documents as the inner with a set of y
documents as the outer). As can be seen in the figure, join-ML.opt
is more than 5 times faster than join-ML.naive when the input sizes
are 5k × 50k. The speedup of join-ML.opt decreases as the inner
size approach the outer size.
Two statistics determine the relative performance of join-ML.opt
compared to join-ML.naive: the number of join-keys computed
from the inner, and the selectivity of those join-keys over the outer.
2

It is 10-fold more expensive to evaluate the three right selection conditions, because
they appear much more frequently in our dataset.
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false negative rate, incurs 5 times increase in the false positive rate
compared to join-ML.opt. Thus, for most purposes, join-ML.opt
achieves the best answer quality among the three algorithms.
The performance experiments are conducted for join queries on
title and proceeding attributes between two document sets with 10k
and 1k documents respectively randomly picked from the DBLP
dataset. As shown in Figure 10, for the two join queries with varying settings of k, the join-ML.opt performs significantly better than
both prob-join.naive and prob-join.opt when k > 1. The optimized algorithm prob-join.opt with the incremental join achieves
a significant 2 to 3 times speedup compared to the naive algorithm
prob-join.naive. The execution time of both prob-join.naive and
prob-join.opt grows linearly with k. Thus, k provides a tuning
knob that can be used to adjust the accuracy/performance tradeoff
of the prob-join approach.
To summarize, the experiments reported in Section 6.1 and 6.2
demonstrated that integrating the Viterbi inference and relational
operators can significantly improve performance of SPJ-over-ML
queries without loss of answer quality. The results in Section 6.3
and 6.4 showed that the answer quality (i.e. false negatives) can
be improved significantly by probabilistic SPJ queries. The answer
quality comes in some cases (e.g., probabilistic selection) at a moderate cost, and in others (e.g., probabilistic join) at a higher cost.
One advantage of representing the IE model and inference algorithms in database is that a cost-based query optimizer can choose
between the different execution techniques explored by this paper.

7

Related Work

Information extraction (IE) has received a lot of attention from both
the database and the Machine Learning communities (see recent
tutorials [21, 22]). In the database community, significant effort
has been devoted to exploring frameworks that manage the state
of the IE process, and simplify the specification, optimization and
execution of IE tasks. A promising approach in this line of work
is to use declarative specifications of the IE tasks [1, 2, 3]. These
earlier efforts in declarative IE, however, lack a unified framework
supporting both a declarative interface as well as the state-of-theart probabilistic IE models. There have been efforts to consider
uncertainties in IE, but only in limited settings [23, 24].
The vast majority of IE work in Machine Learning focuses on
improving extraction accuracy using probabilistic techniques, including variants of HMM [25] and CRF [12, 14, 15] models. At the
same time, the Machine Learning community has also been moving
in the direction of declarative IE [26, 27] using first-order logic.
Since the early 80’s, a number of PDBSs have been proposed
in an effort to offer a declarative, SQL-like interface for managing
large uncertain-data repositories [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Recent PDBS
efforts such as BAYES S TORE [9] and the work of Sen and Deshpande [7] represent probabilistic models (based on Bayesian networks) as first-class citizens in a relational database, and support
in-database queries and reasoning over the model.
The issue of providing database support for managing IE based
on probabilistic models has not been addressed in existing PDBSs.
Closer to our work, Gupta and Sarawagi [11] give tools for storing coarse approximations of a CRF model inside a simple PDBS
supporting limited forms of dependencies. Instead, our work aims
to support the full expressive power of CRF models and inference
operations as a first-class PDBS citizen.

8

Conclusions

The need for query processing over data extracted from unstructured sources is becoming increasingly acute. Previous approaches
to integrating IE with database systems suffered from both perfor-

mance and accuracy limitations. In this paper we proposed two
families of queries over CRF-based IE results. The first uses deterministic queries over maximum-likelihood extractions, with optimizations to push the relational operators into the Viterbi algorithm. The second extends the Viterbi algorithm to produce a set of
possible extraction “worlds”, from which we compute top-k probabilistic query answers. These approaches provide a design space in
which answer quality and performance can be traded off according
to the needs of the application. As future work, we intend to explore additional performance enhancements via parallelization of
the algorithms and the development of a cost-based optimizer.
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APPENDIX
A

Pseudo-codes and Complexity Analysis

In this section, we include the detailed descriptions of the pseudocode and the complexity analysis for some of the key query processing algorithms discussed in the paper, including S ELV ITERBI
(Figure 12), incremental Viterbi algorithm (Figure 13), probabilistic join algorithm (Figure 16), and probabilistic projection algorithm (Figures 14, 15).
A.1

SELV ITERBI

The SELV ITERBI algorithm in Figure 12 follows the vanilla Viterbi dynamic programming algorithm, which calls a User Defined
Function (UDF), at each recursive step i, to compute the top-1 (partial) segmentations in V (i, yi ) using Equation (2), with additional
logic to check if i is the smallest pruning position. It stops the recurrence and returns null if a pruning position is found.
Generalized Selection-Aware Viterbi: The SELV ITERBI algorithm
can be used with any {i, len, y 0 } condition. However, for conditions with i being the last few positions, a variant of the Viterbi algorithm, which computes the top-k segmentations from the end to
the start of a text-string, should be used for efficiency. Furthermore,
the Viterbi algorithm can be modified to start the dynamic programming from any position i, by expanding the intermediate result of
the partial segmentations in two directions, rather than just one (left
to right) in Viterbi. As future work, a cost-based optimizer can be
developed to decide where/how to execute S ELV ITERBI, based on
the position and selectivity of a selection condition.
A.2

Incremental Viterbi Algorithm

The incremental Viterbi algorithm in Figure 13 takes the document
doc, the current V matrix, the last top segmentation y ∗ , and the
number of top segmentations generated so far L, to compute the
∗
next highest-probability segmentation ynew
. If L = 0, then GETNEXT- SEG () calls V ITERBI () to compute the ML segmentation. If
L > 0, then recursive GET- NEXT() calls are triggered for V cells
on the y ∗ path. The chain of GET- NEXT() calls stops either at row
1 or when y ∗ [i] is not the last entry in cell V (i, y ∗ [i]). Equation (2) is used to compute the next probable (partial) segmentation
in V (i, y ∗ [i]) after computing the new entry for V (i−1, y ∗ [i−1]).
Finally, GET- NEXT- SEG() backtracks the next highest-probability
∗
segmentation ynew
from the (L+1)th maximal entry in row V (T ).
Complexity: When L = 0, GET- NEXT- SEG() calls V ITERBI(),
thus the complexity is O(T |Y |2 ). When L > 0, the complexity of
the incremental Viterbi algorithm GET- NEXT- SEG() is O(T (|Y | +
L)log(|Y |+L)), because GET- NEXT() is called maximum T times,
where T is the length of the document. Each GET- NEXT() call
needs to sort at most (|Y |+L) entries, because each cell in V (i, yi )
contains 1 entry after the V ITERBI() ML inference, and at most 1
entry is added to 1 cell in V (i, yi ) for each GET- NEXT- SEG() call.
A.3

odoc. Then, the rank-join loop starts simultaneously for all idoc ∈
joinable and odoc pairs. The next highest-probability segmentation yout∗ for odoc is computed. All inner segmentations that
have join-key value yout∗ .outcol are retrieved, and the joined results are inserted into matched—a hash-table containing all the
matching {idoc, odoc} pairs and their corresponding rank-join buffer
containing matching segmentations {yin∗ , yout∗ }. Next, the upperbound upper for each {idoc, odoc} pair in matched is computed,
and the segmentation pairs {yin∗ , yout∗ } that have probability no
less than upper are returned. Finally, idoc and {idoc, odoc} are
deleted from joinable and matched, respectively. The rank-join
loop stops when either the joinable set becomes empty or the extraction depth exceeds k.
A.4

Probabilistic Projection Algorithm

The detailed pseudo-code descriptions of probabilistic projection
algorithm can be found in Figure 14.
Complexity: The complexity of the probabilistic projection algorithm is O(T 3 |Y |3 l), where l is the average depth of the rankjoin algorithm in GET- NEXT-U(). The additional complexity comes
from computing the U matrix. The computation of each entry in the
U (i, yi+1 ) matrix may recursively triggers up to T number of GETNEXT-U() calls. And each GET- NEXT-U() is a rank-join algorithm,
which calls MARGINALIZATION() with complexity O(T |Y |2 ) in
each iteration. Thus, we have the complexity being O(T 3 |Y |3 l).

B

Additional Evaluation

Join-ML.naive vs. Join-ML.opt: This is the additional results
for the experiment comparing the efficiency of the optimized and
naive algorithms for join-over-ML. We ran a query over two sets of
documents from the DBLP to find all pairs with the same authors.
Figure 11(a) shows the results for different input sizes. As can be
seen in the figure, join-ML.opt is more efficient than join-ML.naive
when the inner size is much lower than outer size, and join-ML.opt
grows to be more expensive as the inner size increases. For this
join query, the size of inner join-keys is large and the selectivity of
those join-keys is high.
Similarly, we ran the query joining on publisher. Since there
are not many publishers, the size of the inner join-keys remain
small as the size of the inner increases, while the selectivity of
those join-keys is high. Thus, as can be seen in Figure 11(b),
join-ML.opt have similar or slightly better performance compare
to join-ML.naive for all inner sizes.

Probabilistic Join Algorithm

The probabilistic equijoin algorithm in Figure 16 takes two joining
relations: inner, outer, two joining columns: incol and outcol,
and a parameter k indicating an upper bound on the number of
extractions allowed per document. The algorithm first computes
the top-k segmentations for each inner document, which overlaps
with at least one document in outer, using the incremental Viterbi
algorithm.
For each string odoc ∈ outer, which contains at least one joinkey from an inner extraction, we compute the corresponding joinable
set—a set of inner documents that have a join-key contained in
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Figure 11: Performance comparison (DBLP) between join-ML.naive
and join-ML.opt with different input sizes.

if L = 0 then
∗
ynew
← V ITERBI(doc);
else
T ← doc.length;
// compute the next best entry for cell V (T, y ∗ [T ])
GET- NEXT (V, T, y ∗ [T ]);
T mp ← ∪yT ∈Y V (T, yT );
sort T mp by score desc;
∗
ynew
[n] ← T mp[L + 1];
for i = n − 1; i > 0; i − − do
∗
∗
ynew
[i] ← ynew
[i + 1].prev;
endfor endif
∗
return ynew
GET- NEXT (V, i, e)
1 maxidx ← V (i, e.label).length; l ← e.label;
2 if e = V (i, l)[maxidx] then
3
GET- NEXT (V, i − 1, y ∗ [i − 1]);
4
T mp ← ∪yi−1 ∈Y V (i − 1, yi−1 );
5
for each te = {score, label, prev} ∈ T mp do
6
te.score ← te.score + FACTORT BL(l, te.label, xi );
7
endfor
8
sort T mp by score desc;
9
V (i, l) ← V (i, l) ∪ T mp[maxidx + 1];
10 endif

Figure 13: The incremental Viterbi algorithm for getting the next
highest-probability segmentation.

1 CREATE FUNCTION selViterbi (id, i, len, y’) RETURN VOID AS
2 $$
3 -- compute the V matrix from tokenTbl and factorTbl
4 INSERT INTO V
5 WITH RECURSIVE Vtop1(pos, entries, filter) AS (
6
SELECT st.pos,
7
mr.score[1:|Y|]||array-fill(-1,ARRAY[|Y|]) entries,
8
array-fill(0,ARRAY[|Y|]) filter
9
FROM tokenTbl st, factorTbl mr
10
WHERE st.strID=id AND st.pos=0 AND mr.segID=st.segID
11
UNION ALL
12
SELECT st.pos,
13
top1-array(v.score, mr.score) entries,
14
update-filter(i,len,y’,v.pos,v.filter,v.score) filter
15
FROM tokenTbl st, Vtop1 v, factorTbl mr
16
WHERE st.strID=id AND st.pos = v.pos+1 AND
17
mr.segID=st.segID AND (pos<=i or nonzero(v.filter))
18 ) SELECT pos, entries FROM Vtop1,
19 -- backtrack the ML segmentation from V
20 INSERT INTO Ptop1
21 WITH RECURSIVE P(pos,entry) AS (
22
SELECT pos, get-max(entries) entry
23
FROM Vtop1 WHERE pos=T-1
24
UNION ALL
25
SELECT V.pos, V.entries[P.prevLabel]
26
FROM Vtop1 V, P WHERE V.pos = P.pos-1
27 ) SELECT id as strID, pos, entry.label FROM Ptop1
28 $$
29 LANGUAGE SQL;

TOP 1P ROB P ROJECT (doc, χ)
V (1, y1 )[1].score ← FACTORT BL(doc.x1 , y1 , −1);

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

UPDATE - FILTER (i, len, y 0 , j, f ilter, V (j, y))

1 for each l ∈ Y do
2
if j > (i + len)&&f ilter[V (j, l).prev] = 1 then
3
newF ilter[l] = 1;
4
else if j > i&&l = y 0 &&f ilter[V (i − 1, l).prev] = 1 then
5
newF ilter[l] = 1;
6
else if j = i&&l = y 0 then
7
newF ilter[l] = 1;
8
else newF ilter[l] = 0;
9 endif endfor
10 return newF ilter
Figure 12: SELV ITERBI(): optimized algorithm for select-overML queries, which stores the ML segmentation in Ptop1. UPDATE FILTER (): auxiliary function for checking pruning position.

V (1, y1 )[1].prev = {−1, −1};
for each token doc.xi (i = 2, ..., T ) do
for each cur label y ∈ Y do
GET- NEXT-U(V, i, y, χ);
GET- NEXT-V(V, i, y, χ);
endfor endfor
T mp ← ∪yT ∈Y V (T, yT );
T mp ← T mp ∪ GET- NEXT-U(V, T + 1, −1, χ);
sort T mp by score desc; y ∗ [T ] ← T mp[1];
for i = T − 1; i >= 0; i − − do
label ← y ∗ [i + 1].prev.label;
if label = ’don’t care’ then
y ∗ [i] ← U (i, y ∗ [i + 1].label)[1];
else y ∗ [i] ← V (i, label)[1];
endif endfor
return y ∗
GET- NEXT-V (V, i, y, χ)
1 maxidx ← V (i, y).length;
2 if maxidx > 0 then
3
py ← V (i, y).prev.label; pidx ← V (i, y).prev.idx;
4
if py = ’don’t care’&&pidx = U (i, y).length then
5
GET- NEXT-U(V, i, y, χ);
6
else if py 6= ’don’t care’&&pidx = V (i − 1, py).length then
7
GET- NEXT-V(V, i − 1, py, χ);
8 endif endif
9 T mp ← ∪y0 ∈Y \χ V (i − 1, y 0 );
10 for each te = {score, label, prev} ∈ T mp do
11
te.score ← te.score + FACTORT BL(xi , te.label, y 0 );
12 endfor
13 T mp ← T mp ∪ U (i, y);
14 sort T mp by score desc;
15 V (i, y) ← V (i, y) ∪ T mp[maxidx + 1];

Figure 14: Algorithm for computing top-1 result for probabilistic projection queries.
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GET- NEXT-U (V, i, y, χ)

1 maxidx ← U (i, y).length; labels[i] ← χ;
2 for l = 1; true; l + + do
3
upper ← Σy∈χ V (i, y 0 ).GET- LAST().score;
4
// U T is the rank-join buffer
5
score ← U T (i, y)[1].score;
6
if upper 6 score then
7
U (i, y)[maxidx + 1] ← {score, y, U T (i, y)[1].prev};
8
U T (i, y) ← U T (i, y) − U T (i, y)[1]; break;
9
endif
10
T mp ← ∪y0 ∈χ V (i − 1, y 0 ).GET- LAST();
11
for each te = {score, label, prev} ∈ T mp do
12
te.score ← te.score + FACTORT BL(xi , te.label, y 0 );
13
endfor
14
sort T mp by score desc; max ← T mp[1];
15
for j = i − 2; j >= 0; j − − do
16
if max.prev.label = ’don’t care’ then
17
max ← U (j, max.label)[max.prev.idx];
18
label[j] ← χ;
19
else
20
max ← V (j, max.prev.label)[max.prev.idx];
21
label[j] ← max.prev.label;
22
endif endfor
23
score ← MARGINALIZE(i, labels);
24
U T (i, y) ← U T (i, y) ∪ {score, y, T mp[1].prev};
25
GET- NEXT-V(V, i − 1, T mp[1].label, χ);
26 endfor
Figure 15: Algorithm for computing the next highest-probability entry in U (i, y) used in TOP 1P ROB P ROJECT().

T OP 1P ROB J OIN (inner, outer, k, incol, outcol)
for each idoc ∈ inner that overlap with at least one odoc ∈ outer do
V ← null; yin∗ ← null;
for i = 0; i < k; i++ do
yin∗ ← GET- NEXT- SEG(idoc, V, yin∗ , i);
inT opk.PUT({idoc, i}, yin∗ );
inKeys.PUT(yin∗ .incol, {idoc, i});
endfor endfor
for each odoc ∈ outer that contains at least one inKeys.keys do
V ← null; yout∗ ← null;
joinable ← all idoc that has inKeys.keys contained in odoc
for i = 0; i < k; i + + do
yout∗ ← GET- NEXT- SEG(odoc, V, yout∗ , i)
outT opk.PUT({odoc, i}, yout∗ );
for each {idoc, idx} ∈ inKeys.GET(yout∗ .outcol) do
if idoc ∈ joinable then
yin∗ ← inT opk.LOOKUP({idoc, idx});
matched.PUT({idoc, odoc}, {yin∗ , yout∗ })
endif endfor
for each doc pair {idoc, odoc} ∈ matched do
upper ← outT opk(odoc).maxprob × inT opk(idoc).minprob;
upper ← max(yout∗ .prob × inT opk(idoc).maxprob, upper);
prob ← yin∗ .prob × yout∗ .prob
if prob > upper then
return next {idoc, odoc, yin∗ , yout∗ }
matched.DELETE({idoc, odoc});
joinable.DELETE(idoc);
endif endfor
if joinable = ∅ then break;
endif endfor endfor
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Figure 16: Algorithm for computing the top-1 result for probabilistic

join queries.
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